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back later to make sure the test is ok. q:
coroutines in nativescript/angular2 i'm trying to
get a handle on the concept of using coroutines
as i want to run some async code while keeping
my app responsive while that code is running.
the async code is a call to the appauth service,
and i'm trying to understand how the model fits
in here. my research has led me to this video,
which presents ideas around this very area. in

the video, vlison gives a very clear presentation
of how coroutines would fit into a

nativescript/angular2 app. i've read some blogs
and examples online which purport to show how
coroutines are used with nativescript/angular2.
my understanding of nativescript is that it only

runs on ios, and that it is an extension of the ios
framework. it seems to me that the only
difference between the web apps and

nativescript is that there is no xaml/html view
that defines the screens in a nativescript app.
my understanding of angular 2 is that it is a

javascript framework. what i also don't
understand is how an angular app handles

native plugins like appauth. is that information
stored in any part of the angular app? so given

that i have questions about these concepts,
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here is how i would like to go about
implementing a solution that would give me a
good understanding of what is going on and
what changes i would need to make to my

application to support coroutines. create a new
nativescript/angular2 project using either the
starter or sample project templates. i'd like to

know if the view in the sample app is what
would eventually be coming from the angular

engine. in the sample app, open the
app.module.ts file, which has the following code:
import { nativescriptmodule } from 'nativescript-

angular/nativescript.module'; import {
appcomponent } from './app.component'; import

{ approutingmodule } from './app-
routing.module'; @ngmodule({ declarations: [

appcomponent ], imports: [ nativescriptmodule,
approutingmodule ], entrycomponents: [

appcomponent ], providers: [] }) export class
appmodule { } i've created an

app.component.ts file which has a button that
calls the login method from the app.ts file. i've
written some code to handle logging in, and i
want to get a handle on how the application

code fits in with how coroutines work in
nativescript. 5ec8ef588b
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